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So, over the last few days a few people have asked me to deal with this delight from
Professor Joanne Conaghan.

So, I'm gonna do a paragraph-by-paragraph fisk-type thing.

legalresearch.blogs.bris.ac.uk/2018/12/sex-ge…

1. Yes, the 'debate' is a mess, and yes ppl aren't listening to each other. 

BUT, when there is a collision between rights claims, I'm not sure it's a great idea to
attribute it to 'unkindness.' Especially not when it's one group asking another to cede
rights, and telling them

they're unkind' for resisting, especially especially not when the ones being allegedly
'unkind' have a massive gendered expectation of 'being kind' that is been widely
l d i h
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leveraged against them. 

A part of my philosophical training is in Care Ethics. I'm actually a big believer

in empathy, and the knowledge it gives us, and on revaluing that along feminist lines.
But using the valuation of empathy to tell women that they need to place other
people's political interests above their own is just bullshit feministing. 

Nil point.

2. 'So, this is the bit where I'm going to show how well we should listen to each other
by presenting trans claims as 'perfectly proper' and feminist claims as 'misgivings'
and am going to completely fail to deal with the extensive legal analysis as to why
there is a conflict

between self-ID and the single sex exemptions in the EA2010.' 

Here's @Julian_Norman1:

"Amendment of the GRA...will inevitably have an immediate and potentially
destructive impact on the sex based exemptions provided under EqA 2010."

docs.google.com/document/d/1b7…

Here is also an interesting thread from a few days ago re: the different but related
issue of the provision of cervical smears: 
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The issue as far as I understand it is this. The EA says we have a right to single sex
exemptions 'proportionate to a legitimate aim.' But the GRA makes trans women
legally female, and protects them from revealing their birth sex.

To me, it seems pretty evident that that is going to cause a massive conflict in places. 

Strangely, no amount of people *telling* me without detailed argument *that* this is
not the case 'allays these concerns.' 

Funny that.

And especially not when you factor in this: 

womansplaceuk.org/references-to-…

Women and Girls in Scotland
@WG_Scotland

The Times has covered our NHS FOI which reveals that 
transwomen with GRC's cannot be prevented from providing 
arranged female-only care, & as such James Morton is 
wrong, in that there is in fact no legal way women can require 
their HCP not be transgender:

Women ‘risk health over trans NHS workers fearʼ
Campaigners have raised concerns that a new policy which allows male 
doctors to self-identify as female is deterring vulnerable women from …
thetimes.co.uk

12�25 AM · Dec 18, 2018

200 158 people are Tweeting about this
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3. Now we get to the obligatory intersectionality burble, in which we throw a lot of
actually irrelevant (in this case) complexity into the mix to avoid confronting directly
that this is a conflict caused by trying to replace a sex-based definition of the being of
a man or a

woman, with a gender identity based definition. 

We're not worried about gender identity's relation to other protected characteristics.
We're worried about the legal and political erasure of sex. 

And you can't sidestep that with your burbling.

4. Now we get onto the next side-step, which tries to avoid the conflict between sex
and gender identity based conceptions by wheeling out a bunch of fairly familiar
tropes to trouble the sex/gender distinction. In the first couple of paragraphs we get
the instrumentalization of
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Black feminism, and the use of the argument about 'essentialism.' On these I want to
say 1. The fact that Black women have a specifically located experience inflected by
race which requires particular articulation in no way makes them a sub-class of
women, and in no earthly way

implies that male people are female. Crenshaw's model was not intended to fracture
the body of women in order to allow male people into it. And the fact that when it
comes down to it - and you take out all the verbiage -

this argument reduces to 'if Black women are women then trans women are women,'
should pull anyone who makes it up, HARD. 2. Essentialism. I have one thing to say.
Why is this argument only ever rolled out when female people are making a claim to
their own existence??? We allow

manner of groups to organise and express their political interests and their
experience, and how they relate to each other. But as soon as women want to do it?
No mate, that's *essentialism.* I could give you a long philosophical argument here
about how existence doesn't depend

essences, but this is twitter, so I'm going to confine myself to saying a) If you think
you can advance the interests of female people by erasing their existence you're a
damn moron, b) Denying the existence of female people is patriarchy 101 and c) Fuck
right off.
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5. More sex/gender troubling. Basically, 'did you know that we're cultural creatures
and the meaning of natural things is culturally mediated?' 'Well yes thank you I did....
AND?'

There is a conceptual error here... I would say that the 'sex' and 'gender' are
*analytically* distinct... that is, we can usefully think them separately, and then also,
*because* we can think them separately, we can also think *how they interact.* To
think that having a sex/

gender distinction means that you think there there is no meaningful relation or
interaction between them is just to misunderstand what such a distinction is. As is to
think that understanding *that* they interact, and are both, in fact, mediated by each
other, in some way

undermines such a distinction. 

Bodies exist, they are mediated by culture, and culture is also, mediated by bodies. 

Great. 

Tell me how why that means we can abolish the legal recognition of sexed bodies in
law?

Because unless you believe that our perception of sexed bodies - and the material
limits imposed by sexed bodies - is *entirely* mediated by culture, then, it doesn't
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mean that at all.
6. This bringing up of Descartes is just another restatement of the misunderstanding
about the thinking of distinctions. I've banged on about this in my Butler essay and
the video I made. People think that to make a distinction between things, they must
be thought as completely

distinct. As if we can only think minds and bodies as either a perfect dualism or an
identity. That not actually how things are in the world. We can distinguish them
analytically, while recognising they are interpenetrating and indissociable. The point
is to think *both/and.*

But to think both/and, *there has to be a both.* If you don't grant existence to sex,
and to the reality of sex and it's political importance, you are reducing a reality made
of the interaction of nature and culture to culture.

Anyway, as we get to here... this is all basically politically. Granting reality to sex is
bad, because then female people can use it to claim that male people are not female.
Yeah sure, we can gloss this as a social construction which depends on an
essentalised notion of

'womanhood.' But we don't need that concept. I personally have no idea what
'womanhood' even means. All we need to be able to say is that female people exist,
they are allowed to define themselves *as* female, they have political interests that
follow both from their biology
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*and* from how that biology is culturally coded and mediated *in this society,* and
they have a right to express those political interests without being sneered at,
dismissed, told they are 'unkind,' and threatened with violence.

And any kind of feminism that won't grant existence or political rights to the group of
people it is supposed to represent is no fucking kind of feminism at all.

<Ends>

You can follow @janeclarejones.

Share this thread

____ 
Tip: mention @threader_app on a Twitter thread with the keyword “compile” to get a
link to it. 
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Since you’re here... 

... we’re asking visitors like you to make a contribution to support this independent
project. In these uncertain times, access to information is vital. Threader gets
1,000,000+ visits a month and our iOS Twitter client was featured as an App of the
Day by Apple. Your financial support will help two developers to keep working on this
app. Everyone’s contribution, big or small, is so valuable. Support Threader by
becoming premium or by donating on PayPal. Thank you.
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